The volume occupied by the unconstrained genomic DNA of prokaryotes in saline solutions is thousand times larger than the cell. Moreover, it is not separated from the rest of the cell by a membrane. Nevertheless, it occupies only a small fraction of the cell called the nucleoid. The mechanisms leading to such compaction are the matter of ongoing debates. The present work aims at exploring a newly proposed mechanism, according to which the formation of the nucleoid would result from the demixing of the DNA and nonbinding globular macromolecules of the cytoplasm, like ribosomes. To this end, a coarsegrained model of prokaryotic cells was developed and demixing was analyzed as a function of the size and number of crowders. The model suggests that compaction of the DNA is actually governed by the volume occupancy ratio of the crowders and remains weak almost up to the jamming critical density. Strong compaction is however observed just before jamming, suggesting that crowding and electrostatic repulsion work synergetically in this limit. Finally, simulations performed with crowders with different sizes indicate that the DNA and the largest crowders demix preferentially. Together with the recent observation of the gradual compaction of long DNA molecules upon increase of the concentration of BSA proteins and silica nanoparticles, this work supports the demixing mechanism as a key player for the formation of the nucleoid.
INTRODUCTION
The genomic DNA of eukaryotes is separated from the cellular cytoplasm by a nuclear envelope and displays several levels of compaction ranging from the initial wrapping of the DNA helix around histone proteins to the final X-shape of chromosomes. In contrast, the genomic DNA of prokaryotes lacks such a detailed organization and is not separated from the rest of the cell by any membrane. As has been known for decades, it nevertheless occupies only a fraction of the cell called the nucleoid, which is rather surprising because the volume occupied by the unconstrained molecule in saline solutions is several thousands of times larger than the volume of the cell. The mechanism leading to the compaction of the bacterial genomic DNA has puzzled the scientists for decades 1 and is still the matter of ongoing debates. 2 The crucial point is that none of the mechanisms proposed until recently provide a convincing explanation for the formation of the nucleoid. More precisely, supercoiling provokes only mild compaction 2, 3 and the number of nucleoid associated proteins capable of bridging two DNA duplexes is too small to induce significant global compaction. 2, 4 In contrast, the conjunction of DNA charge neutralization by small polycations 5 and the action of fluctuation correlation forces 6 is able to compact the DNA significantly, but this is essentially an all-or-none mechanism, with the DNA molecule being either in the coil state or in a globular state much denser than the bacterial nucleoid. 7, 8 Such an abrupt transition from the coil state to a too dense globule is also observed upon addition to the buffer of long neutral polymers and salt 9 (to compensate for the weakness of depletion forces 10 ) or long anionic polymers. 11, 12 Finally, long cationic polymers are able in vitro to compact progressively the DNA molecule to shrunken coil structures that resemble those of the DNA inside the nucleoid, 8 but this associative phase separation mechanism cannot play a role in the compaction of the bacterial DNA in vivo, because prokaryotes cells do not contain sufficient amounts of long polycations or proteins with large positive charges.
However, it has been shown recently that negatively charged globular macromolecules may also play a role in the formation of the nucleoid. Indeed, long DNA molecules could be compacted gradually to densities comparable to that of the nucleoid by adding 5 to 10% (w/v) of bovine serum albumin (BSA) to the solution 13, 14 . It can be argued that this result is not completely unambiguous, because the surface of BSA proteins displays small positively charged patches despite its total charge of approximately -18e and the formation of weak BSA-DNA coacervates has been reported. 15 Fortunately, it has been checked even more
recently that a few percents of negatively charged silica nanoparticles with diameters ranging from 20 to 135 nm are also able to compact gradually the DNA, 16 thereby confirming the results obtained with BSA. These results suggest that the compaction of the bacterial nucleoid may result from the demixing of DNA and other non-binding globular macromolecules contained in the cytoplasm, 17 this hypothesis being all the more sensible as approximately 30% of the dry mass of cells is composed of ribosomes, which are almost spherical and highly negatively charged complexes with diameter 20-25 nm. The formation of the nucleoid would consequently result from a segregative phase separation 18 leading to a phase rich in DNA (the nucleoid) and another phase rich in the other macromolecules (the rest of the cytoplasm). This hypothesis has received little attention up to now, although it has been evoked on theoretical grounds almost 20 years ago. 19, 20 The purpose of the present work is to elaborate further on this putative mechanism for nucleoid compaction by addressing two important questions. The first one deals with the determination of the volume occupancy ratio at which segregation takes place. an idea of how size dispersion affects demixing in real conditions. It should be stressed that these two questions are rather difficult to handle from a purely theoretical point of view, because the outcome of statistical physics calculations depends critically on the quality of the description of the interactions between crowders and/or between crowders and the DNA chain. 21, 22 In the present work, we therefore sought for answers through simulations based on a coarse-grained model that will now be described.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
As illustrated in Fig. 1 
which describe the internal energy of the DNA molecule, the DNA-crowder interactions, the crowder-crowder interactions, and the repulsive potentials that maintain the DNA and the crowders inside the confining sphere, respectively. The internal energy of the DNA molecule, DNA V , is further written as the sum of 3 contributions
where
which describe the stretching, bending, and electrostatic energy of the DNA chain, nm, corresponds to a concentration of monovalent salts close to 100 mM and reflects the order of magnitude of the Debye length expected in bacterial cells. 16 Admittedly, the equilibrium separation of two DNA beads, 0 
where M e is the total charge of the sphere, essentially by the fact that it diverges for a separation r between the centers of the spheres equal to 2b, while the DLVO potential 
where the repulsive force constant ζ was set to
and the function ) (r f is defined
The dynamics of the system was investigated by integrating numerically overdamped Langevin equations. Practically, the updated positions at time step n+1 were computed from the positions at time step n according to , 6 2 6 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulations were performed by first letting the DNA chain equilibrate inside the confining sphere. Since the unconstrained chain forms a coil with a radius of gyration larger nm. Quite interestingly, it may be observed that, in the absence of DNA (Fig. 7C) , the outer shell is composed almost exclusively of spheres with the largest radius, while the two distributions remain roughly equal for all the inner shells. Note also that the crystalline order is progressively lost when moving away from the edge of the sphere. Finally, Fig. 7D shows the distributions obtained with both the DNA chain and bi-disperse crowders. It is clearly seen in this figure that the distribution of smaller crowders varies little compared to the system without DNA (Fig. 7C) , while the distribution of larger crowders decreases regularly towards the center of the confining sphere, as for mono-disperse crowders ( It should furthermore be stressed that, in the simulations discussed above, the volume fraction occupied by naked crowders at the critical concentration for strong DNA compaction ranges from 0.29 to 0.44, depending on the number N of crowders, so that the volume fraction left for virtual water ranges from 0.56 to 0.71, which is in qualitative agreement with the 50-70% water content that is usually reported for prokaryotic cells. Moreover, the translational diffusion coefficient of macromolecules is known to be much smaller in prokaryotic cells than in water and in eukaryotic cells, 35 which indicates that the cytoplasm of prokaryotic cells is indeed close to jamming. Put together, these two facts confirm that the mechanism described here may indeed play an important role in vivo.
This work therefore adds weight to the hypothesis that the formation of the nucleoid in bacteria may actually result from the demixing of DNA and non-binding globular macromolecules present in the cytoplasm, that is, in other words, from a segregative phase separation 18 leading to a phase rich in DNA (the nucleoid) and another phase rich in the other macromolecules (the rest of the cytoplasm). 13, 14, 16 Since about 30% of the dry mass of prokaryotic cells is composed of ribosomes, which are highly and almost uniformly charged anionic complexes with diameter 20-25 nm, and are excluded from the nucleoid in their functional form, 36, 37 it is furthermore tempting to argue that ribosomes (and complexes made of ribosomes) actually play the role of the larger crowders in the coarse-grained model, while most other non-binding macromolecules play the role of the smaller crowders, which are only weakly segregated or not segregated at all.
To conclude, let me argue that it is probably confusing to describe the demixing mechanism discussed above as resulting from the action of 'depletion forces', in spite of the fact that it is governed by the volume occupancy ratio of the crowders. Indeed, the term 'depletion force' traditionally describes the effective attraction force between macromolecules, which results from the preferential exclusion of smaller cosolutes from the vicinity of these macromolecules. Such depletion forces can be dominated either by entropy 10 , as is probably the case for the condensation of DNA by neutral polymers 9 , or by enthalpy, 38, 39 as may be the case for the condensation of DNA by anionic polymers. 11, 12 In both cases, depletion forces are very short-ranged and compact the DNA molecule very abruptly to almost crystalline densities above a certain polymer concentration threshold. When the diameter of the crowders is much larger than the diameter of the DNA duplex, as is the case here, it is instead more natural to compare the strength of the pair interaction between DNA and the crowder, on one side, with the average strength of the pair interactions between two DNA segments and between two crowders, on the other side, to get an insight whether the system will remain globally homogenous or will demix. This difference in the strength of pair interactions is precisely the χ parameter of Flory-Huggins polymer solution theory, 18 which sign determines whether the two species demix ( 0 > χ ) or not ( 0 < χ ), and which absolute value determines the extent of demixing, which is consequently gradual instead of being an all-or-none process, as the condensation provoked by depletion forces.
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